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What evidence-based practices went 
into KinderTEK?

• Critical content (whole number concepts identified in CCSS-M)
• Systematic, focused instruction

• Teach prerequisite knowledge, carefully selected 
instructional examples and items; unambiguous teacher 
demonstrations, timely academic feedback

• Visual representations and models of math concepts
• Formative assessments
• Deliberate practice opportunities
• Support long-term maintenance of learning gains and build 

fluency

How does it 
come together in 
the app?
• Scope and 

sequence of lessons 
• Implicit and explicit 

review
• Activity structure: 

pretest-model-lead-
test

For teachers: Professional development and resources before and 
throughout use (and – in part - aimed at using data to inform 
instruction)



Our general development approach:

Plan
1.User need(s)
2.Critical content / sound instructional design 

principles
3.Scope/sequence and presentation

Iteratively
Develop

1.Idea / discussion
2.Script / Mockup
3.In-house review
4.User review/test
(repeat 1-4, as needed)
5. Quality assurance

Validate 1.Small trials (dev’t)
2.Medium trial (pilot)Repeat with next study (even if efficacy, 

likely making improvements along the way. 
Tech is never done!



KinderTEK system 
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Online
Data	Dashboard

(Teachers	&	
Administrators)

KTEK	~	DIBELS	
Data	System

Licensing,	Rostering,	
Integrated	reporting

(Coming	soon	for	Teachers	
&	Administrators)

Basic 
(No WiFi required) Pro - Subscription-based services

Online	
Professional	
Development	

Portal

Public	Website
www.KinderTEK.org

iPad	App
(Basic	or	Pro)
Teachers	&	Students

KinderTEK

http://www.kindertek.org/


Video about KinderTEK:
https://youtu.be/vd5pDWyqP6E

https://youtu.be/vd5pDWyqP6E


Intended uses of KinderTEK:
• Intervention for early elementary students struggling 

with kindergarten math content

• e.g., K-1 classrooms

• e.g., K-3 resource rooms

• Kindergarten math supplement (e.g., Preventative 
intervention, Math practice, Fluency-building, Gap filler)

• Kindergarten readiness tool for preschoolers 
• Positive, math-based screentime for kids at after school 

programs, daycares, or home J



Why is KinderTEK expected to 
be so effective?

• Feasible; truly built for students and educators 

• Relies on evidence-based instructional practices 
and takes advantages of iPad affordances

• Automatically differentiates instruction 

• Customization options

• Implementation resources



Model of implementation & logistics are chosen 
by teachers

• For what purpose?

• Intervention for struggling early elementary students

• Supplement for all K students

• Kindergarten readiness tool for preschoolers 
Gr1+ Tier 3

K Tier 2

K Tier 1

PreK



• Which app?
• Device-centered (Basic) or Wi-Fi supported and synced (Pro)

• How scheduled?

• Full class, half class, small group rotations, math center, or pull-
out

• Which mode?

• Sequenced (System choice), Directed (Teacher + system choice), 
Exploration (student choice), Screening mode (System choice; 
only test phases), Guest (data not linked to user)

• How long?

• 10, 15, 20 min sessions

• How often?



Other aspects of the instructional 
experience are customized by the app, 
teachers & students



Content of the day
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Exploration 
mode

Sequenced, 
Directed, & 
Screening 

modes



Differentiation within and across lessons

• # items

• # steps to solve item

• Feedback

• Rewards

• Chances

• Easier or harder? Instruction is differentiated to 
suit each student. 
Performance moment-by-moment and over time 
dictates the instruction student receives

Pretest 
(Act A )

Short, Long

Lead (1)

Short 

(targeted)

Pretest 
(Act B)

Test
Short, Long

M odel

Exit 

Act.

Lead (2+)

3 exits = “skip”



Individualized Instructional Delivery Options 
(IIDOs)

• Rewards & pacing
• When? How long? Reward for what?

• Self-monitoring / student control
• On screen timer or progress bar?
• Visual and/or audio indicator to prompt 

actions?
• Progress path access?
• Exit allowed?



Any burning questions about 
KinderTEK itself?



IES Grant (SPED – Math/Sci) 
Goal 2 - Development

(KTEK 1.0)
Strand Cary & Clarke

2011-2014



Development & Evaluation Process

Dev’t
& Rev.

Design & 
Focus 

groups

Dev’t & 
User-

testing
Revision

Feasibility 
(200 students)

Year 2

Pilot 
(~100 student RCT)

Year 3

Lab
Years 1-3



Features of KinderTEK 1.0

• Sequenced instruction

• 15-minute sessions

• 51 activities (still in use today)

• Student app linked via Bluetooth to Teacher app

Teacher	Website	
(prototype)

Student	
iPad	App

Teacher	
iPad	App



Pilot Study (Year 3 RCT)
• 7 kindergarten classes

• Within each class, 10 “most at-risk” 

students randomly assigned to 

intervention condition (15 min per day, 3 

days per week)

• KinderTEK (n = 45)

• Learn with Homer (individ. reading app) (n = 49)

• Measures

• Math pre/post (proximal & distal)

• Formal observations

• Game play data

Discuss: 

WHY did we do it 
this way?



Results – Glimpse of teacher 
perceptions

(n=13) Strongly 
pos

Mod. 
pos

Neutral Mod.
neg

Strongly 
neg

Look & feel 61.5% 30.8% 7.7% . .
Intuitiveness 38.5% 38.5% 15.4% 7.7% .
Individualized 38.5% 30.8% 23.1% 7.7% .
Acad. Feedback 23.1% 23.1% 53.8% . .
Pace within 
activities

8.3% 41.7% 23.0% 25.0% .

Pace across 
activities

8.3% 58.3% 16.7% 16.7% .

MLT sequence 15.4% 46.2% 23.1% 15.4% . 20
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Shanley, L., Strand Cary, M., Clarke, B., Guerreiro, M. A., & Thier, M. (2017). Instructors’ 
technology experience and iPad delivered intervention implementation: A mixed methods 
replication study. Educational Technology Research and Development, 65, 815–830. doi: 
10.1007/s11423-016-9488-8 
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Teacher who was somewhat comfortable had most varied use among students.
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Takeaways from IES pilot study
• KinderTEK showed promise: 

• Easy to use
• Enjoyed by students and teachers
• Students learned (especially if they had higher engagement 

and dosage)
• Adults require various degrees of technical and moral support
• Well-constructed instructional plans, classroom routines, & 

intervention contexts aid in implementation
• Educational technologies must balance pace, content, and 

rewards and maximize engagement (for each student?!)
• At-risk students’ intervention experiences vary greatly for a 

multitude of reasons 



OSEP Grant
Stepping Up Technology

(KTEK 2.0)
Strand Cary & Clarke

2014-2019



KTEK 1.0 lessons learned

• At-risk students’ intervention experiences vary 
greatly for a multitude of reasons 
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• Must balance pace, content, and rewards and 
maximize engagement (for each student?!)

• Well-constructed instructional plans, 
classroom routines, & intervention contexts 
aid in implementation

• Adults require various degrees of technical and 
moral support

IIDOs 
(rewards, 

pacing, self-
monitoring)

Implementation 
Supports 

(Before, during, 
and after use)

Delivery flexibility
& Product 

Dissemination

Data access and 
integration

KTEK	2.0
Objectives



Development process
• Years 1-5 Development studies:

• User-testing and focus groups with students and teachers, Advisory 
panel feedback, Brief learning trials with a handful of kids or 
multiple schools

• Year 3 Informal pilot (2016-17)

• Better understand feasibility, implementation, and teacher needs
• Explore timing and student-subgroup effects

Some results:
• Strand Cary, M., Shanley, L. & Kennedy P. (March 2018). Conducting rigorous and realistic studies of KinderTEK iPad 

math implementation. Presented at the Society for Research on Educational Effectiveness conference. Washington, 
D.C. 

• Strand Cary, M., Shanley, L., Clarke, B., & Kennedy, P. (2018). Learning gains from the KinderTEK iPad math program: 
Does timing of a preventative intervention matter? Manuscript submitted for publication

• Strand Cary, M., Kennedy-Paine, P., Shanley, L., Jungjohann, K. (Accepted). iPad-based differentiated math instruction’s 
effects on students with varying risk. To be presented at the 2018 International Conference on Learning Disabilities, 
Portland, OR.



Early start vs. late start student math performance at T1, T2, and T3 
for ASPENS T1 subgroups

Hedges’ g = .54

Hedges’ g = 1.23

2017-18 Informal 
Pilot Study (1)

(if you read the paper, this should 
look familiar)



2017-18 Informal 
Pilot Study (2a)

(all kids using last year; mostly K, 
but also Gr1 & 2; no control group)

In a set period of time, these results 
are what we WANT and expect. 

Why?



2017-18 Informal 
Pilot Study (2b)

As a teacher, what would you be 
concerned about and excited about in 
this graph?



• Year 4 Formal pilot (2017-18 RCT) 

• 4 schools, randomly assigned classrooms

• 7 KinderTEK teachers, 6 business-as-usual control teachers 
(approx. 325 kindergarten students)

• Online professional development 

• KinderTEK as whole class supplement in kindergarten 
(sequenced mode, 15 min/day, 4 days/week)

• Measures:
• Pre/mid/post math assessments 
• Observations
• Surveys

(process cont’d.)



• Year 5 Dissemination/extended learning trial 
(2018-19)

• 10-30 schools, anywhere in U.S.

• Using KinderTEK however they want, whenever they 
want, with whoever they want (# of students = ???)

• Easiest study EVER to recruit for!

• (Optional) online professional development 

• Measures:

• Pre/post math assessments and surveys (all online)

(process cont’d.)



IES Grant (ED – STEM) 
Goal 3 - Efficacy

Strand Cary, Shanley & Clarke
2017-2021



Design

• Randomized control trial (class-level randomization) in two 
states across 3 implementation years and 4 cohorts 
(approx. 2400 kindergarten students across all 4 cohorts)

• KinderTEK as whole-class supplement vs. business-as-usual 
(for 18-20 weeks; sequenced mode; 15 min/day; 4 
days/week)

• Measures:
• Pre/mid/post math assessments 
• Observations
• Surveys

• Online professional development

Yr1 Yr2 Yr3 Yr4
OR Cohort 

1
Cohort 1follow

Cohort 2 Cohort 2follow

PA Cohort 3 Cohort 3follow

Cohort 4 Cohort 4follow



Data analyses for OSEP Pilot and IES 
Coh1 are underway. 



What do we know so far about 2017-18?
• Kids made much more progress than in our past studies!

• Teachers liked it enough to want to use it again next year and 
their colleagues do too

• OSEP teachers started implementing earlier than IES. They 
seem to have had much better implementation, too. We 
think there’s a connection and expect they (better) 
incorporated KinderTEK into their instructional/classroom 
routines.

• View KinderTEK as a tool (not a babysitter or game)? Willing 
to put in time? Willing to creatively problem-solve? BETTER 
EXPERIENCE FOR ALL



Teachers have great things to say
• (To parent and student, describing KinderTEK) "You're really going to love KinderTEK! It's a 

fun math learning game that works on all kinds of kindergarten math skills."

• “I loved introducing a 'new' skill to my K's and a student saying, "I already know that! I 
learned it on KinderTEK!””

• “I heard from one teacher from another school that she used it as an entry task in the 
mornings. This is a great way to squeeze in extra minutes!”

• “I looked at our scores in iReady and the two classes who used Kindertek had higher 
growth and scores compared to the control group. We shared with our administrator and 

she seemed excited at the correlation.”

• “KinderTEK has been a great addition to my classroom instruction the last couple of 

years. The students enjoy using it and I know that their time is well spent because it 

aligns so well to Common Core Standards. It is a great way for us to ease into our math 
instruction after lunch and recess. KinderTEK is an excellent tool!”

• “It's a nice program. Visually stimulating….It was nice to have a different option at their 
skill level that I didn’t have to plan for….”

School did their own study! (and compared to a 
highly effective teacher/control classroom J)



Things to think about as you’re 
teaching!



Public Service Announcement #1

• Most educational technologies don’t emphasize research-based 
principles in a meaningful way and don’t have rigorous research 
results

• Read – and critically evaluate – claims and evaluation results for 
products you’re considering using in the classroom. Consider how 
they really relate to your context, constraints, and goals.

• My take? Developers who are education researchers tend to under-
promise and for-profit developers tend to over-promise!

• Research-based work and validated products take time and require 
large, representative samples. 

• If you have a chance to support a quality study, please do!



Public Service Announcement #2

• Educational technology is not a stand-alone solution

• It is a tool in a teacher’s toolbox. It will work if…

• It’s of high quality

• Users understand what it’s for and how it works

• It’s “the right tool for the job” (consider goal, students, 
context, time available…)

• Users (students and teachers) use it as intended 

• Teachers offer – and use - other tools, as needed



Features to look for in instructional 
technology & evaluations of that technology

What do YOU think?

Instructional Technology Evaluations/studies

• ? • ?



Features to look for in instructional 
technology & evaluations of that technology

Some ideas….
Instructional Technology Evaluations/studies

• Content:
• What is it based on? 
• Does it match your expectations and needs for the 

students who will use it?
• How is it segmented & sequenced?

• Are students expected to actively engage? What happens if they 
don’t?

• Do students have a chance to learn….if they are successful? If 
they are unsuccessful? If they don’t actively engage?

• Does the program motivate (all) students? Look again. What 
does it motivate them to do? (e.g., learn, guess, get wrong 
answer)

• If “individualized” or “differentiated”…
• Does teacher, student, or program do this? (Consider 

pros/cons of each)
• Does it do so in a meaningful way that will support the 

students who will be using it?
• What is required to implement the program? Consider 

hardware, software and WiFi, dosage, teacher involvement 
behind scenes or as students use it, PD, ongoing coaching…

• Who was doing the study? Do they have a vested interest in the 
outcome? How vested?

• How large was the study?
• What was the population/sample like (and is it relevant to you?)
• Was there a control group? If not, do you feel the gains can truly 

be ascribed to the tech? If there was, was it a “real” control 
group or a straw man?

• If the results were “significant,” are there stats to back it up? 
Were the results MEANINGFUL (to anyone? to you?)

• What, exactly, was tested?
• What (part(s)) of product?
• What dosage?
• What fidelity of implementation was associated with 

good results and bad results? What resources went 
along with good/bad fidelity? Which are you/your 
context most likely to match?

• Who implemented? (Teachers? Aides? Graduate 
students? Developers? Coaches?) How experienced 
where they with the technology and/or with classrooms?

• What about student subgroups (esp. those YOU teach)?
• What about those in sample who didn’t show as good 

results…what might explain it?



Explore the data dashboard
Visit admin.kindertek.com
“test@k.com”
“ktek”



Log files & data dashboard



What could you do with this data?



KinderTEK®
IES NCSER Goal 2 Dev’t

(2011-15)
Strand Cary, M. & Clarke, B.

IES NCER Goal 3 Efficacy 
(2017-21)

Strand Cary, M., Shanley, L., & Clarke, B.

OSEP Stepping Up 
Technology
(2014-19)

Strand Cary, M. & Clarke, B.

KinderTEK has been supported by the Institute of Education Sciences, U.S. Department of Education, through 
Grants R324A110286 &  R305A170044 and by the Office of Special Education Programs, U.S. Department of 
Education, through Grant H327S140019 to the University of Oregon. 

The views expressed herein do not necessarily represent the positions or polices of the Department of 
Education.  No official endorsement by the U.S. Department of Education of any product, commodity, service or 
enterprise mentioned in this publication is intended or should be inferred.  This product is public domain.  
Authorization to reproduce it in whole or in part is granted.  While permission to reprint this publication is not 
necessary, the citation should be: 

Strand Cary, M. & Shanley, L., (2018, June). Developing & Validating KinderTEK Math. [PowerPoint slides]. 
Retrieved from https://kindertek.com/why-ktek/research

Institute of Education Sciences 
U.S. Department of Education



Stay in touch!

KinderTEK.com

mscary@uoregon.edu

shanley2@uoregon.edu

mailto:mscary@uoregon.edu
mailto:shanley2@uoregon.edu


Easy & fun to use!
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KinderTEK Research
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What goes into our validation studies? 

• Funding & time (there’s a reasons high quality efficacy studies 
aren’t conducted often or by many!)

• Willing and able districts, schools, educators, and students

• Those who will try something new and do it “for real” 
(participate in trainings, implement as requested, provide 
good feedback, support student assessments)

• Measures/assessments of all relevant constructs

• Collected to explore how, why, and for whom KTEK works

• Some level of “control” so that we can say WHAT was being 
evaluated and what it was evaluated against



MANY decisions are made before any 
study takes place

• What should be measured in terms of fidelity of implementation? (At what level using what 
method?)

• What represents “engagement”?

• If students can work through material at different paces, how “long” is the intervention or 
program?

• If the program can be used in different ways (by different students or in different contexts), which 
way should be evaluated and can those results be assumed for all the use-cases?

• What is the appropriate dosage measure?

• Minutes in front of device? Minutes logged in? Active minutes? Learning minutes?...

• Days? Full sessions? Logins

• Progress? Mastery?

• # items (does varying levels of support across items matter?)

• What is an appropriate control group given all that?

• What measures are appropriate and do online measures give unfair advantage to treatment 
group?



Measures IES Goal 2 Dev’t OSEP Expansion IES Goal 3 
Efficacy

Measure Dev’t
(Yrs 1-3)

Feas
(Yr2)

Pilot 
(Yr3)

Dev’t
(Yrs 1-3)

Pilot 
(Yr4)

Dissem.
(Yr5)

KinderTEK log/game play data x x x x x x

Number line assessment x x x x

Aspens x x x x x

EasyCBM x x x x

NSB x x x

KPA x x x x

TEMA x x

MAP x x x

Student survey x x x x x x

Student extant data & demos x x x x x x

Teacher demo, experience, 
perceptions, & implementation 
surveys

x x x x x x

Instructional logs x X X x

Observations Informal Formal Formal Informal Formal Formal

Interviews, conversations x x x x x x x



KinderTEK Observation Tool 
(KTOT)











KTOT (revised):




